Ayer is an elegant but at times bizarre condensed display typeface, designed by Miguel Reyes between 2016 and 2019 for *W*, a large format fashion magazine. Creative director Cian Browne and art director Jeffrey Burch needed a malleable typeface, able to assert a strong personality at a variety of scales, even in a handful of characters at a time.

Ayer Deck is a low contrast sans serif with gentle flaring. Though intended primarily for use in small headlines, subheads, and pull quotes, it also works credibly for headlines when tracked in. Ayer has higher contrast, and can be used from 60pt and up or for knocking headlines out of a dark background. Ayer Poster has the extreme high contrast typical of a fashion typeface, and also features three additional italic styles: a chaotically beautiful Cursive, with a full complement of swash capitals; the sharply stylish Angular; and Miguel’s decidedly non-traditional interpretation of the staid Blackletter genre.
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Display typefaces for fashion magazines need flexibility in order to extend their lifespan beyond a couple of seasons. One way Ayer Poster fulfills this need is by having four different italics. In addition to a relatively tame italic matching the other optical sizes, the family features a Cursive with wild swashes, an aggressively stylistic Angular, and an unexpected Blackletter.

The four italics differ in structure and angle of inclination, but are tied together by weight, contrast, and proportion, making each work with the uprights and even enabling them to be mixed together in adventurous layouts. The delicate thins of Ayer Poster are intended for use at 100pt and up. Ayer Poster also has a Black not included in the other optical sizes, inspired in part by the lasting and unavoidable influence of Herb Lubalin and his stable of lettering artists, who transformed magazine design in New York in the 1970s.
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Miguel Reyes’s Ayer is the synthesis of a number of different influences: Italian Modern lettering from the early twentieth century, the high-contrast sans serifs common in fashion and beauty applications, the sharp corners favored by digital drawing tools, and the designer’s own restless curiosity about the forms letters can take.

The art team at W, led by Cian Brown and Jeffrey Burch, needed a typeface that was at once versatile and packed a lot of personality. Ayer features a wide range of stylistic alternates for many characters, allowing them to fine-tune the personality of even the shortest headlines, dial its eccentricities up and down as needed, and help keep type treatments fresh and vibrant for their novelty-oriented editor-in-chief.
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Ayer Deck

Designed to bring the personality of Ayer to the dense pages of W’s front section, Ayer Deck shines in small display applications, such as subheads and pullquotes, or headlines on the web. Ayer Deck can also function as a stylish low-contrast headline typeface when the tracking is tightened.

The heavier weights of Ayer Deck were first used in M, the men’s portion of W’s periodic ‘his-and-hers’ fashion issue. Its louder typographic voice helped to differentiate M’s from W’s features while maintaining coherency throughout the issue. A low-constrast sans serif with gentle flaring, Ayer Deck is notably sturdier while retaining the character and intent of the original Ayer.
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SUPPORTED LANGUAGES

Afrikaans, Albanian, Asturian, Basque, Breton, Bosnian, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Galician, German, Greenlandic, Guarani, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Ibo, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Gaelic, Italian, Kurdish, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Livonian, Malagasy, Maltese, Maori, Moldavian, Norwegian, Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Romansch, Saami, Samoan, Scots, Scottish Gaelic, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish (Castillian), Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Walloon, Welsh, Wolof

ABOUT THE DESIGNER

**Miguel Reyes** (born 1984), originally from Puebla, Mexico, studied graphic design at Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla before working as a type designer, graphic designer, and publication designer in Barcelona and Mexico City. He then studied type design at CEGestalt, School of Design in Mexico City and later attended the Type and Media Masters course at KABK in the Hague. Miguel joined the design staff of Commercial Type in 2013 and became a staff designer that year. His work has been honored by the Latin American Biennial of Typography, the New York Type Directors Club, and the Fine Press Book Association. Miguel has been helping to teach type design at CENTRO in Mexico City since 2017.
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